Introduction
Award-winning cookbooks are publicized through press releases, presentation ceremonies, websites, and booksellers. Although it is easy to find information about these cookbooks, it is difficult to find any assessment of their indexes. If a cookbook wins an award for excellence, can we assume that it includes a good index?
Reviewers have indicated that a good index contributes to the value of a cookbook. For example, Al Sicherman (1998) noted that 'an extremely user-friendly index' is an important feature of How to cook everything. Furthermore, a poor index will detract from the worth of a cookbook. For example, Lucy Waverman (2008) criticized the 'sloppy, inadequate index' in Anita Stewart's Canada. Reviewers have also complained that a cookbook is deficient if it lacks an index. For example, James Means (2009) 
remarked that
Kitchen express is 'pretty much useless' because it does not include an index. Perhaps Julia Child (2005: vii) should have the last word on this issue, as she wrote, ' A reference or teaching book is only as good as its index.'
Literature review
Few researchers have compared and evaluated cookbook indexes. Hall (2009) analyzed the 'impeccable indexes' in five cookbooks. She identified their most outstanding features as 'readability (in terms of white space and column width), ample cross-references, a legible font and color, and a minimum size of 3 percent of the page count allocated to the index' (Hall, 2009: 63) . Sassen (2003) examined the indexes in the 13 major editions of The Boston CookingSchool cook book and its successor, The Fannie Farmer cook book, from 1896 to 1996. She analyzed each index with criteria from culinary indexing experts and discussed how the indexes had changed over time. Indexes published from 1965 to 1996 included more access to main ingredients, more succinct headings for recipe categories and more cross-references. Sassen (2009) used the same approach in her analysis of the indexes in eight editions of The joy of cooking published from 1931 to 2006. She found that the more recent indexes provided greater access to recipe titles and illustrations. Recent indexes were easier to navigate because of the increased use of cross-references.
Methodology
The purpose of this study was to analyze indexes in award-winning cookbooks, using criteria defined by culinary indexing experts. The researcher focused on cookbooks that had won awards from British, American, and international organizations from 2010 through 2014. The awards include the Guild of Food Writers Cookery Book of the Year Award, the James Beard Foundation Cookbook of the Year Award,
Carol Reed
Sassen: Indexes in award-winning cookbooks time constraints, instructions from editors, or any other conditions affecting the creation of these indexes. Some of the index features mentioned in this study may have been beyond the control of the indexer.
Results

Index inclusion
Of the 15 cookbooks, 14 include indexes. The exception was Oaxaca al gusto: an infinite gastronomy (Kennedy, 2010) , which won the 2011 James Beard Cookbook of the Year award. This is a substantial volume of 458 pages, published by the University of Texas Press. The section of the book labeled 'index' is simply an expanded table of contents, listing all recipe titles in the order in which they appear in each chapter of the book. The process of searching this list for recipes is difficult. For example, a reader looking for salsa recipes will find them scattered throughout the list under 12 different chapter titles. Alma Guillermopreto (2011) reviewed this cookbook for the New York Review of Books, and wrote that she found the lack of an alphabetical index to be inexplicable.
ISO 999 (International Organization for Standardization, 1996: 2) defines an index as an 'alphabetically or otherwise ordered arrangement of entries, different from the order of the document or collection indexed, designed to enable users to locate information in a document or specified documents in a collection.' Because the recipe list in Oaxaca al gusto did not fit the definition of an index, it was excluded from further analysis in this study. The remaining 14 cookbooks included proper indexes that were examined in depth.
Main ingredients
Recipes should be indexed under main ingredients (Bertelsen, 1999: 6; Wellisch, 1995: 96) . Shere (2009: 24) defined these ingredients as 'key to the recipe, making the dish what it is, or so distinctive, though minor, that a reader might look them up to see what may be done with them.' All 14 indexes include entries for main ingredients.
Types of dish
Recipes should be indexed under types of dish or recipe categories, such as 'beverages,' 'cakes' and 'salads' (Bertelsen, 1999: 6; Wellisch, 1995: 95) . All 14 indexes provide this type of access to recipes.
Recipe titles
A recipe should be indexed under its title, with some exceptions (Shere, 2009) . The exceptions to this guideline vary from one indexing expert to another. Wellisch (1995: 95) and Watts (2014: C2) advised against indexing a recipe title under initial adjectives describing a cooking method such as 'baked' or 'grilled. ' Wellisch (1995: 95) also argued against indexing a recipe under initial modifiers that are 'nondistinctive,' such as 'homestyle' or 'quick.' However, Watts (2014: C3-4) recommended the indexing of titles beginning and the International Association of Culinary Professionals Cookbook of the Year Award.
The Guild of Food Writers (2015a) is a professional association for British food authors and journalists. The Guild began making awards in 1996 to recognize 'outstanding achievements in food writing and broadcasting' (Guild of Food Writers, 2015b).
The James Beard Foundation (2015) focuses on the culinary heritage of America. The Foundation began presenting awards in 1991 to recognize 'excellence in the food and beverage and related industries. ' The International Association of Culinary Professionals (2015a) is composed of culinary specialists from more than 32 countries. The Association began giving awards in 1986 'to promote quality and creativity in writing and publishing, and to expand the public's awareness of culinary literature' (International Association of Culinary Professionals, 2015b).
The cookbooks used in this study are listed in the Appendix to this article. Many of these cookbooks are composed primarily of recipes and related illustrations. A few of the cookbooks also include lengthy essays with accompanying photographs. For example, Stone Edge Farm cookbook (McReynolds, 2013) consists of 371 pages, including 102 'primary recipes,' 300 illustrations, and essays on gardening, winemaking, and vineyards. Tasting India (Manfield, 2011) is comprised of 477 pages, including over 250 recipes. It also includes essays and photographs about the regions and food customs of India. Historic Heston (Blumenthal, 2013 ) is a two-volume set with extensive information about British culinary history from medieval to Victorian times. Modernist cuisine: the art and science of cooking (Myhrvold, 2011) is the most unusual cookbook in the study. This work consists of 2,438 pages in six lavishly illustrated volumes emphasizing food science and technology.
This study includes two editions of the same cookbook. The British and US editions of Jerusalem by are included in the study because both were mentioned in awards announcements. The Guild of Food Writers named the British edition as the winner of its 2013 Cookery Book of the Year award. The International Association of Culinary Professionals cited both the British and US editions in its 2013 Cookbook of the Year award announcement. The indexes of these two editions are very similar. The most noticeable difference is that 'aubergine' appears in the index of the British edition, while its synonym 'eggplant' appears in the index of the US edition.
Limitations
I attempted to locate the appropriate edition of each cookbook through local libraries and interlibrary loan, and was successful in finding all but one. The exception was Tasting India (Manfield, 2011) , which won the 2012 Cookbook of the Year award from the International Association of Culinary Professionals. I was not able to find the version published by Penguin in Australia, and examined the version published by Conran Octopus in Great Britain instead.
Another limitation concerns the constraints faced by the culinary indexers whose indexes were examined in this study. No information is available about index length restrictions, with 'attractive or evocative terms' such as 'easy,' 'decadent' and 'quick' because 'those types of recipes are often exactly what the reader is looking for. ' Wellisch (1995: 96) also advised against including the name of a person in a heading for a recipe title 'unless such a name has become an integral part of the name by which a dish is known' such as 'Sacher torte. ' However, Weinberg (1999: 9) noted, 'If you recall the name of an eponymic recipe, an index entry for its title is a far faster way to access the recipe than the common terms for the ingredients.' All 14 indexes in this research study include main headings for recipe titles. Wellisch (1995: 96) wrote that illustrations of dishes and preparation methods should be indexed. However, this may not be possible if the illustrations were not included in the text provided to the indexer. Illustrations were indexed in seven cookbooks in this study. In two of these cookbooks, illustrations were indexed only if they appeared adjacent to the recipes they illustrated.
Illustrations
Cross-references
Indexes should include see references to refer readers to preferred terms, as well as see also references to refer readers to related terms (Whitman and Simon, 2000: 143) . Of the 14 indexes, 13 include cross-references. The exception is the recipe index of Ice creams, sorbets & gelati: the definitive guide (Weir and Weir, 2010) .
Non-English terminology
Including foreign language terms and their English language translations in the index may be helpful to the cookbook user (Bertelsen, 2009: 38-9) . The indexes in this study vary in the ways that they handle non-English language terms.
Nine of the indexes include entries for foreign language terms followed by English language translations. These indexes also include separate postings for the terms translated into English. For example, in the indexes of both the British and US editions of Jerusalem , there are entries for 'a'ja (bread fritters)' and 'bread fritters (a'ja)'.
The index for Warm bread and honey cake (PagrachChandra, 2009) includes various foreign language terms and their English language translations, but these terms do not appear next to each other in the index. For example, the recipe entitled 'Walnut roll/Potica' is indexed as 'walnut roll' and 'potica. ' The remaining four indexes provide less access to English language translations of foreign language terms. The index for Couture chocolate (Curley, 2011 ) includes foreign language terms followed by English language translations, but the English language translations are not posted separately. The index to Gran cocina Latina (Presilla, 2012) includes Spanish language terms, but many of them are not followed by English language translations that are also posted separately. Finally, the indexes of Modernist cuisine (Myhrvold, 2011) and Ice creams, sorbets & gelati (Weir and Award-winning cookbooks: but do they have awardworthy indexes?
Sassen: Indexes in award-winning cookbooks Watts (2014: C2) wrote that she found the inverted style 'harder to read.' However, Shere (2014: 3) argued, 'It is important to make long subheading columns as easy as possible for readers to scan, and sometimes it's necessary to make sure that similar recipes fall together. So the title's original word order is not always the best choice, and commas and inversions within subheadings may be advisable. ' The subentry arrangement style varies among the indexes in this study. Seven of the indexes use the exact quote style, and seven use the inverted style. Watts (2014: C2) reported that one level of subentries was preferred by most of her clients. She wrote, 'When a second level of subentries is added, the multiple indents can get very confusing and lead to ridiculously short lines.' Most of the indexes in this study have one level of subentries. The exception is Rose's heavenly cakes (Beranbaum, 2009 ) which uses two levels of subentries.
Levels of subentries
Parenthetic word endings
Parenthetic plurals may be used in main headings designating ingredients or types of dishes (Shere, 2004: 9) . Examples of parenthetic plurals include 'almond(s),' 'mango(es)' and 'strawberry(ies)'. It is not necessary to use a parenthetic plural if the terms under a main heading are all singular or all plural. However, if the terms under a main heading include a mix of singular and plural forms, a parenthetic plural main heading is appropriate. Six of the indexes in this study use parenthetic plurals. The index in Around my French table (Greenspan, 2010) 
'Continued' lines
If the subheadings under a main heading are split between columns or pages, the practice of repeating the heading followed by 'continued' at the top of the next column or page is helpful to the reader (Mulvany, 2005: 212) . Only two of the indexes follow this practice for breaks between columns. Two of the indexes follow this practice for breaks between all pages, and five more follow the practice for breaks between a right-hand and a left-hand page. Weir, 2010) include foreign language terms without English language translations.
Several factors must be considered when deciding whether to index foreign language terms and their English language translations (Bertelsen, 2009: 38-9) . First, this practice will increase the length of the index. This is a concern if the index has space limitations. Second, the indexer must have sufficient foreign language expertise to know how to transform long phrases into headings and subheadings. Third, Bertelsen argued that an index with italicized foreign language terms 'creates visual confusion.' Nevertheless, including foreign language terms and their English language translations will provide the cookbook user with more access to information.
Design
The design of each cookbook index in this study is clean and straightforward. None of the indexes is illustrated with photographs or drawings. The indexes with the least amount of white space are found in Couture chocolate (Curley, 2011) , Ice creams, sorbets & gelati (Weir and Weir, 2010) , Stone Edge Farm cookbook (McReynolds, 2013) , and Tasting India (Manfield, 2011) . Of course, this aspect of index design is usually beyond the indexer's control.
Subheadings
Cookbook indexes usually have subheadings that are indented rather than run-in (Shere, 2014: 3) . All of the indexes in this study have indented subheadings.
Subentry arrangement
Subentries for recipe titles may be listed in an exact quote style or in an inverted style. In the exact quote style, recipe titles are listed exactly as they appear in the text. The following entries illustrating the exact quote style are excerpted from the index in Country cooking of Ireland (Andrews, 2009: 375 The inverted style of subheadings allows the words in the recipe titles to be rearranged to bring forward key elements (Shere, 2014: 3) . If the inverted style had been used with the entries listed above, the excerpt might appear as follows: 
Discussion
This study began with the question 'If a cookbook wins an award for excellence, can we assume that it includes a good index?' The answer to this question is 'usually.' Although one cookbook in the study lacks a proper index, the remaining 14 cookbooks include indexes that provide access to main ingredients, types of dishes and recipe titles. Thirteen of the indexes include cross-references. Ten indexes include bilingual access to foreign language terms. While all of the indexes use indented subheadings, they vary in other style considerations. Many of these variations may reflect the preferences of the client. Therefore, it is important for the indexer to consult the client about requirements as early as possible in the project (Nickerson, 2009: xi) . There may be some room for negotiation in this discussion. Watts (2014: C1) wrote that she suggests changes to her client if she thinks a style could be improved. She noted, 'Sometimes they have gone with a certain approach because no one really thought much about it, perhaps simply carrying on using the style of the first index(es) they had done.'
Conclusion
'No one who cooks, cooks alone. Even at her most solitary, a cook in the kitchen is surrounded by generations of cooks past, the advice and menus of cooks present, the wisdom of cookbook writers,' wrote Laurie Colwin (2010: ix) . The wisdom of culinary indexers also affects the cook in the kitchen. Culinary indexers must be mindful of this responsibility as they strive to provide useful, comprehensive and accurate access to information.
